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Siding Replacement
Siding Replacement Company Atlanta
Hardiplank will cost you less and add more value than most other siding choices.We are a
siding company in Seattle Washington.
Most of our projects are siding replacement of demand carrying off LP siding (Louisiana
Pacific), t-111, Masonite Siding or even Weyerhaeuser siding solutions. These goods weren't
up to the job of setting up with our moist weather from the Pacific Northwest and a number of
them have failed leading to Class action Lawsuits and the need to substitute these materials.
Our expertise in these areas reveals us that Hardieplank or fiber cement is the best option for
local homeowners.
1. Hardieplank will withstand water damage it will not cup crack or split like cedar siding
material will as it ages and the sun hurts the grains.
2. It paints up much better than bamboo siding along with your paint job will last up to 4 times
longer should you use fiber cement siding.
3. The selection Hardiplank provides is higher and easier to get than cedar siding.
4. Our Hardiplank jobs are generally 25 percent less money to put in than plaster siding.
Saving you thousands on a normal installation.
5. Hardiplank will continue considerably more than wood siding and it will look much better
than vinyl siding much longer because it may be painted and easily repairs' locate many
customer that set up vinyl siding will require repairs in the first 10 years and it's very hard to
match the color and style because manufactures keep altering colors and layouts.
6. If you're selling your home with fiber cement onto it in our region it's extremely desirable for
local home buyers. In the Seattle area home prices are rather large and therefore people want
and can afford various siding options. Hardieplank is perceived by buyers as among the
greatest remodel options for return on your investment.
We've completed more than a 1000 siding installations such as cedar, vinyl, and fiber cement
siding. We do 97% of our installations utilizing Hardiplank due to its value for those
homeowners in our area.
Whether you are selling your house with problem siding or you just want the best long term
siding option at the Pacific Northwest do the research and we promise you will choose fiber
cement siding.

Siding Replacement Atlanta
SuperiorPRO Exteriors is a Home Siding Replacement Company in Atlanta, GA specializing in
Hardie Plank Siding. If you are looking for new siding for your home and live in the Metro
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Atlanta area then contact us today. Our James Hardie Siding experts can help you find the
right siding for your home.


